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摘要 

此一研究計畫首先檢視詞彙功能語法 (LFG)中的詞彙映照理論
(LMT)，從一致性與精簡的角度出發，對理論架構提出修正；接著以此分
析漢語中多項述詞的論旨結構類型、詞彙映照、及功能轉換，並且從語法

互動的角度對功能轉換(function-changing)的結構提出解釋。 
LFG句法理論設立平行對應結構︰詞組結構、功能結構、與論旨結構。

LMT 管轄論旨結構與功能結構間的對應，即詞彙映照，是 LFG 理論較新
的發展，其核心理論已十分穩定，但若干枝節仍有歧見。本人提出的修正

最主要是的是單一一致的映照原則，管轄所有次分類的語法功能，無須其

他限制﹔但在一般 LMT 架構下主語和非主語卻有不同的映照原則，多重
的映照原則又再受限於兩限制：Subject Constraint, Function-Argument 
Biuniqueness Constraint。 
計畫首先將先就修正的 LMT及其他版本做句法理論內部的論證，建立

明確合理且更簡化的理論架構為出發點。在 LMT 分析漢語動詞方面，除
重新收集語料外，前人對漢語述詞或動詞的研究，本人過去數年在這兩方

面的研究等可作為基礎，解析漢語句法中四個不同的倒置結構：處所詞倒

置、直接間接賓語倒置、結果式主賓語倒置、與範疇倒置。簡化的 LMT
比一般辭彙功能語法學家所建構的 LMT 更簡單、概化。論旨角色在句法
功能的分派上可以是全然明確、部分明確、或全然不明確的；單一的簡化

映照原則完全取代先前的多重映照原則與約束條件，一致性地分派所有論

旨角色的句法功能。句法倒置結構的發生有兩種原因。一是由於詞態句法

律直接影響了論旨角色在句法功能上的分派，如處所詞倒置和直接間接賓

語倒置即是如此。二是由於詞態語意律改變了動詞的論旨結構，將兩個論

旨角色組合為一，這個組合角色仍只能分派到單一的句法功能，因此兩個

組成的角色在功能分派上產生競爭，間接導引出兩種可能的句法表現，其

中之一即為倒置結構，結果式主賓語倒置和範疇倒置皆是如此。對於提出

的分析，我們也從語法互動理論中尋求動機和解釋。 
 
關鍵詞︰詞彙功能語法、詞彙映照、論旨結構、語法功能、功能轉換、漢語動詞 



 

Abstract 
This research project constitutes a basis research on several classes of 

argument structures in Chinese predicates, the lexical mapping mechanisms in 
each class, and function changes, from the perspective of the lexical mapping 
theory, or LMT. 

LMT is the sub-theory within LFG that constrains the correspondence 
between the argument structure and the functional structure. Different versions 
exist that disagree on some important parts of the theory. The most significant 
revision, among the ones I have proposed, is the single mapping principle, 
which applies consistently to all argument grammatical functions, subject or 
not. Other versions of the theory must have disjunctive principles for subjects 
and non-subjects. Furthermore, two well-formedness conditions are necessary 
to predict correct mapping to lexical forms: Subject Constraint and 
Function-Argument Biuniqueness Constraint. 

Within this revised LMT, we re-examine previous studies on several 
Chinese verb classes, works on Chinese within LMT by the author and other 
scholars and utilize the findings in these works as the foundation to provide 
analysis on four inversion constructions in Mandarin Chinese: locative 
inversion, dative shift, resultative inversion, and domain inversion. The 
simplified LMT differs from the conventional LMT in several respects. First, it 
allows a-structure roles to be unspecified, underspecified, or fully specified for 
syntactic function assignment. Second, a single unified mapping principle 
replaces previous multiple mapping principles and well-formedness conditions. 
Inversion may be induced by a language-specific morphosyntactic operation 
that affects only the syntactic assignment of argument roles to grammatical 
functions, as in locative inversion and dative shift. Or, it may be the 
consequence of a morpholexical operation that creates a composite role and 
thus also the competition for syntactic function assignment between its two 
composing roles, as in resultative inversion and domain inversion. Finally an 
interactionist explanation will be attempted for each function change. 
  
Keywords:  
LFG, lexical mapping, argument structure, grammatical functions, function-changing, 
Chinese verbs, Chinese predicates 



 

報告內容 

 

研究目的 

This project proposes a simplified lexical mapping theory (LMT) of 
Lexical-Functional Grammar (LFG) and examines several verb classes in Mandarin 
Chinese that involve inversion constructions: locative inversion, dative shift, 
resultative inversion, and domain inversion. 

 

文獻探討 

 The pioneering work of Levin (1987) started the development of LMT, which 
rejected the earlier stipulated function-changing rules and explored principled 
accounts. Bresnan and Kanerva (1989) first laid out a more comprehensive framework. 
The overall structure of LMT and the fundamental spirit of maintaining a set of 
revealing universal constraints have remained stable in the past decade; there are 
however several versions of the lexical mapping theory in the LFG literature, e.g., 
Bresnan (1989), Huang (1993), Butt, Dalrymple, and Frank (1997), Her (1998), 
Ackerman and Moore (2001), and Bresnan (2001). A review of all, or even most, of 
the existing versions is clearly outside the scope of this paper; I will, however, briefly 
compare the LMT in the work by Bresnan (2001), which is based on Bresnan and 
Zaenen (1990), and the one I propose here, which is based on Her (1998), which in 
turn is closer, in spirit and in overall design, to the LMT proposed in Zaenen (1987), 
Bresnan and Kanerva (1989), Ackerman (1992), and Huang (1993). The LMT 
presented in the LFG textbook by Yehuda Falk (2001) also closely resembles LMT in 
Bresnan (2001). 
 

研究方法 

 I first present the theory of a-structure and the mapping from a-structure to 
syntactic functions as they are generally conceived in the literature in general and in 
Bresnan (2001) in particular. I then present a simplified LMT in the subsection of 2.3 
and briefly discuss the motivations of the revisions proposed. A single unified 
mapping principle comprehensively and consistently constrains the syntactic 
assignment of all roles to all functions. I illustrate how four inversion constructions in 
Mandarin Chinese can be accounted for within this simplified LMT. 
 

結果與討論 

 A simpler intrinsic classification of argument structure roles for syntactic 
function assignment, where non-patientlike roles are all unspecified. 



 

  (1) (Simplified) Semantic Classification of A-Structure Roles for Function (SC): 
 a. patient/theme:   θ 
             [-r]   

 b. secondary patient/theme: θ 
              [+o] 

 Furthermore, in addition to morpholexical processes, the simplified LMT also 
allows morphosyntactic operations. I also propose a default morphosyntactic 
operation that assigns the default feature [+r] to all roles in an a-structure other than 
the logical subject, Ô. Most significantly, I propose a unified mapping principle. 

(2) Default Morphosyntactic Operation (DM): 

      θ    θ ≠ Ô 

  ↓  
 [+r] 
 
  (3) The Unified Mapping Principle (UMP): 

Each argument role in an a-structure with no higher role available* 

is mapped onto the highest compatible function available. 
    (*A role is available iff it is not linked to a function, and conversely.) 
 
I now illustrate how four inversion constructions in Mandarin Chinese can be 
accounted for within this simplified LMT. 
 

(4) Locative Inversion (LI) (Mandarin, English, Chichewa…): 
    < (θ)  x    y >  x = th, y = loc 
       ∅   ↓     ↓  
         [+o]  [-r] 
 
(5) Dative Shift (Mandarin, English…): 

     < x   y    z>  x = ag, y = go, z = th 
                 ↓  
 [+o] 
 

(6) Resultative Inversion 
 zhui-lei <x y> + <z>  →  a. <x  y-z>  b. <x-z  y> 

The unified mapping principle (or the Theta-Criterion in the 
Government-and Binding Theory) is narrowly interpreted and thus a 
grammatical function can only be linked to a single role. Consequently, in 



 

a composite role one of the two composing roles must be suppressed (or 
absorbed) in syntactic assignment, much like the logical subject in 
passives. 

 
(7) Domain-addition: 
            < x       y>  x = ag, y = th 
             ↓       ↓ 
         <(x-)dom     y> 
              [+o] 
 

 Each of the four inversion constructions examined above is accounted for by a 
respective morphological operation, which distinguishes a canonical lexical form, the 
input, from a derived one, the output. The canonical form, undergoing no 
morphological operations, generates an unmarked, or basic, syntactic structure, while 
a derived verb such as the passive verb, the locative inversion verb, the dative shift 
verb, the resultative compound, and the domain-added verb, affected by a 
morphological process, produces a more marked, non-canonical syntactic construction. 
I am therefore making the claim that the (un)markedness of a lexical form and its 
corresponding syntactic structure is directly reflected in the mapping between 
a-structure and grammatical functions, as markedness is in this case attributed to 
morphosyntactic rules that alter the otherwise unmarked, or transparent, syntactic 
assignment. I am also interpreting lexical mapping, or syntactic assignment of 
a-structure roles, as one of the ways in which ‘iconicity’ (c.f., Haiman 1983 and 
DuBois 1985) is manifested in grammar. A more direct mapping indicates an iconic or 
transparent association between event-participating semantic roles and abstract 
syntactic functions. 
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計畫成果自評 
 In terms of the advancement of the lexical mapping theory, we have achieved 
the goal: a much simplified and unified theory. What has been achieved in data 
analysis is also significant, though the project’s original proposal was more ambitious. 
The four classes of verbs analyzed successful reveal some insights into the 
correspondence between argument roles and functions. Inversion may be induced by 
morphosyntactic operations that give rise to alternative syntactic assignment of 
a-structure roles. Inversion may also be due to morpholexical operations that affect 
the thematic structure itself. Two roles are bound in a single composite role and thus 
may compete for syntactic assignment, if they differ in feature classification. 
Inversion is always the marked construction where a less prominent role prevails over 
a more prominent role in the syntactic assignment of the entire composite role. 
 The simplified LMT differs from the more established LMT, for example, the 
one put forth in Bresnan (2001), in several respects. First, the classification of 
a-structure roles for function assignment that I have proposed assigns features only to 
patient and theme roles. This simpler, less constrained system is more expressive and 
consistent with the unrestricted nature of SUBJ and OBJ. Whether the SC I have 
proposed is universally valid of course needs further research. 
 Second, I allow morphosyntactic operations to supplement features and thus to 
change syntactic assignment of a-structure roles. This does not seem to be generally 
accepted in LFG. But, consider the well-accepted suppression operation in 
passivization and other morpholexical operations. These lexical processes (e.g., 
resultative inversion and domain inversion), by virtue of adding, suppressing, or 
binding roles, change the syntactic assignment of roles. Morpholexical operations can 
therefore be viewed as having two effects, one that affects the stock of roles per se, 
the other affects the assignment of functions. These are thus computationally powerful 
operations, exempted from the monotonicity condition. Given the validity and 
necessity of lexical processes in the lexical theory, morphosyntactic operations, 
constrained by the monotonicity condition, are entirely reasonable. Allowing such 



 

feature-adding operations only increases the expressivity of the formalism as well as 
the consistency. 
 Perhaps most significantly, I have proposed a single unified mapping principle, 
which is consistent across all roles and functions and has replaced the previous 
multiple mapping principles and well-formedness conditions. The analyses given 
above for the four inversion constructions in Chinese have shown that the simplified 
LMT is adequate thus far. The simplified LMT as well as the analyses of the four 
inversion constructions in Chinese I have proposed violate no known principles in 
LFG and are consistent with the Principle of Direct Syntactic Encoding. 
 
(45) The Principle of Direct Syntactic Encoding (Bresnan 2001:77) 
 All grammatical relation changes are lexical. 

 
 This simplified LMT is also flexible enough to account for some of the 
typological differences between English and Chinese, for example in the passive 
dative constructions. This simplified LMT also offers a possible interpretation of 
markedness of syntactic constructions. This simpler system should thus be preferred 
over the conventional one if it proves to be at least equally adequate empirically. 
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計畫主持人於 92學年上學期獲准教授休假研究六個月，因此利用此一機會
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次走訪政大之姊妹校 Griffith University與該省最大之大學 Queensland University
（此二所大學主持人分別於 2001及 2003正式客座訪問），與有關學者會面切磋。
並亦利用此一機會與澳洲他地學者聯絡交換研究心得。在以下幾個議題上甚有收
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語之論旨解構、句法與言談功能之互動、優選理論、統計與句法研究、資訊經濟

之特質、拼音系統的經濟效益等。 
在學術研究成果上，持續 Taiwan Journal of Linguistics《台灣語言學期刊》

之主編工作（如期完成第一卷第二期之出版）並吸取經驗外，完成撰寫以下四篇

論文，其中第一篇已於 Journal of Chinese linguistics發表，第二篇也於研討會中
宣讀完畢，且已投稿國內期刊，另外二篇雖僅為初稿但亦均投稿國際期刊審查中。 
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